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Ars Amatoria
Since the dawn of time, sexuality has fueled the most fertile
imagination in man. Myths about the sexual and erotic practices

Norms of the Ancient Greeks and Romans
were complex

of both the Greeks and Romans, chronicled in ancient art and
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energetic, active participant and not as a submissive eromenos.
In classical antiquity, it was accepted that for the dominant male,
the gender of the person he was sexually engaged with was of

literature, have been a continuous source of fascination.

importance of a heterosexual love life: every citizen had a duty to

secondary importance; of primary focus was the physical attraction

When one conjures up images of sexuality amongst the Greeks and

marry (the minimum legal age for girls was 14 years old) and to

for another – whether a woman or a youth. The notion of homo- or

Romans, one visualizes scenes with lewd satyrs, wanton hetaera,

have children to maintain the social order. Plutarch reports that

heterosexuality did not exist, the priority was to know how to affirm

homoerotic gratification, and licentious revelry, banquets and

Solon (an Athenian statesman from the 7th-6th centuries B.C.)

brothels. However, is this truly a reflection of love and sexual life

passed a law that required a man to have carnal relations with

in classical antiquity? Did the Ancients really practise the art of

his wife at least three times a month. Clearly this demonstrates

loving without restraint? When considering the idea of what love

a woman’s inconsequentiality; she was merely considered as an

and sexuality represented it must be borne in mind that the cultural

integral part of the household, in the same manner as freedmen or

one’s social superiority; economically, politically and military. Only

and common practices and norms of the Ancient Greeks and

slaves, which were all at one’s disposal. Therefore, women were

the relative supremacy in a relationship mattered; the man who

Romans were complex, and judgements cannot be made without

often abused or mistreated, if they were not, it was only out of

penetrated a partner, regardless of their gender, was considered the

consideration for these societal frameworks.

respect or consideration of their noble birth and their status within

stronger and the more respected, their lover being seen as inferior

Today, so as not to be shocked by these erotic depictions, often of a

society. One married not only to have a well-run household, but

and subservient.

pederastic as well as a heterosexual nature, it must be understood

also to ensure and secure legitimate offspring – the notions of

All this took place in a society where male sexual fantasies were

that in ancient societies, the elaborate social codes involved in

erotic pleasure were far removed from the narrow straitjacket of

portrayed in both art and literature. The day-to-day reality was quite

these relationships were deeply embedded in both a person’s rank

an arranged marriage.

different; modesty and making love in the dark – essentially at night –

and status and society’s customs rather than sexual orientation.

Greek and Roman citizens were instilled with the conviction that

were the norms. Only philanders would indulge in sexual acts during

Bisexuality, homosexuality and pederasty were universal in

they were superior and were destined to lead. This principal is

the day! Although there were many acceptable and tolerated forms

communities where social power and the supremacy of the

reflected in the erotic act where the man’s actions and self-restraint

of sexuality, the art of love and loving in Greco-Roman societies was

citizen were unquestioned. However, the practice of pederasty,

are set against the woman’s or lower status partner’s passivity.

highly regulated. This is where we find one of the most contradictory

which often had an instructive aspect, in no way undermined the

Hence the importance of presenting oneself as the erastes, the

and ambiguous areas of the Greco-Roman world.

There were many acceptable
and tolerated forms of sexuality
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A Roman terracotta figure
of Baubo
Ptolemaic period, 1st-2nd century A.D.
The squatting figure depicted nude save for an elaborate
garland in her hair, her legs akimbo with knees bent, her right
hand touching her genitals, her left hand holding an oversized
olisbos (dildo).
Dimensions
8.5 cm high
Provenance
Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976
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A monumental Etruscan terracotta
votive phallus
5th-4th century B.C.
Naturalistically moulded to represent male genitalia, the
phallus with well-defined foreskin, is pierced at the tip and is
partially hollow on the reverse. The phallus probably originated
from Etruria. This type of object can usually be identified as
a votive offering, typical of this area; the votives would have
been presented in a temple in the hope of healing for that
part of the body. However, the size of this piece prohibits
the identification as a votive; it is more likely to have been a
protective, prophylactic emblem, almost even a lucky talisman.
Dimensions
18 cm high; 24 cm long
Provenance
Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976
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An Etruscan terracotta
anatomical votive offering

A Roman glass
phallic amulet

4th century B.C.

1st-2nd century A.D.

Hollow cast, in the form of a uterus, with remains of red slip.

The amulet, blue-green in colour, in the form of male genitalia,

Dimensions

with well-modelled glans, testicles and a suspension loop.

5.5 cm long
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Dimensions

Provenance

7.6 cm long

Private collection, Switzerland, acquired 1975
03

Provenance
Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

An Etruscan terracotta
anatomical votive offering

A Roman glass
phallic amulet

4th century B.C.

1st-2nd century A.D.

The hollow cast, light brown votive in the form of a breast with

The amulet, dark green in colour, in the form of male genitalia,

prominent nipple.

with prominent glans, testicles and suspension loop.

Dimensions
04
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5.5 cm long

Dimensions
10 cm long

Provenance

Provenance

Private collection, Switzerland, acquired 1975

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

An Etruscan terracotta
anatomical votive offering

An East-Greek
stone phallus

4th century B.C.

5th century B.C.

The hollow cast, light brown votive in the form of a vulva.

In the form of an erect male genitalia.

Dimensions

Dimensions

8.7 cm long

8.9 cm high

Provenance

Provenance

Private collection, Switzerland, acquired 1975

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976
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An early black-figure Tyrrhenian amphora
attributed to the Guglielmi-Painter
565-560 B.C.
The body decorated in three registers, the upper register of
one side with five gesticulating komasts, all nude, a woman
to the left, wearing a chiton, pseudo-inscriptions in the field;
the middle register with two sirens to the right, framed by a
panther to the right and a siren to the left; the lower register
with a ram, its head lowered, between two panthers; the
upper register of the other side with similar scene, pseudoinscriptions in the field; the middle register with a bull to the
left, framed by two confronting panthers; the lower register
with a goat with lowered head and panthers; with alternating
red and black tongues on the shoulders, a lotus and palmette
cross on the neck, rays above the foot, details in added red
and white.
Dimensions
39.5 cm high
Note
Usually the shoulder frieze of Tyrrhenian amphorae show
mythological scenes. The shoulder of this piece depicts an
erotic scene which belongs to the first erotic motifs in Attica
Provenance
Collection Meyer: Orient: Drouot, 28 November 1977, lot 127
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A Campanian red-figure skyphos
attributed to the Atella Painter

A Campanian red-figure skyphos,
attributed to the Atella Painter

Mid-4th century B.C.

Mid-4th century B.C.

Side A: a lovemaking scene, to the left a standing male, his

Side A: a lovemaking scene, to the left a standing male, his

arms clinching his lover’s waist, who wears a chiton which has

arms around the waist of his paramour, her chiton pushed to

been pushed aside to expose her derriere, she leans slightly

either side of her lower torso exposing her derriere, as she

forwards, her head turned to look back at her suitor.
Side B: two female servants both wearing chiton and himation,

10

leans forwards, her hands grasping a tree (?).
Side B: two female servants wearing chiton and himation and

one holding a phiale in her raised left hand; palmettes and

holding a skyphos and an epichysis in their hands; palmettes

scrolling flower tendrils below each handle, ovolo around the

and scrolling flower tendrils below each handle, ovolo around

rim with line of dots beneath, foot reserved, with details in

the rim with line of dots beneath, foot reserved, with details

added white.

in added white.

Dimensions

Dimensions

18.8 cm high

18.8 cm high

Note

Note

Representations of erotic scenes are
almost non-existent in Italiote vase
painting. Although the quality of this piece is
relatively unassuming, the subject matter makes
it incredibly significant within the corpus of similar skyphoi.

Representations of erotic
scenes are almost non-existent
in Italiote vase painting. Although
the quality of this piece is relatively
unassuming, the subject matter makes it incredibly
significant within the corpus of similar skyphoi.

Provenance
Private collection, Switzerland, prior to 1976

Provenance

Exhibitions

Christie’s South Kensington, Fine
Antiquities, 25 April 2001, lot 196

Le peintre de Darius. Vases grecs d’Italie méridionale.
Genève, Musée d’art et d’histoire, 12 avril-3 août 1986
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Publications
A.D. Trendall, LCS. suppl. I, 1970 p. 61 no. 895a
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With grateful and sincere thanks to Prof. Dr Laurent Chrzanovski for his
invaluable advice regarding both the attribution and dating of the oil lamps.

A Central Italian terracotta
oil lamp
20-25 A.D.

A Central Italian terracotta
oil lamp

With brown slip, an anvil-shaped spout flanked by small volutes,

40-70 A.D.

a kneeling male, with his right hand resting on his hip, his left

the central discus with raised concentric rings, moulded with a
lovemaking scene, to the left, on a bed with swan- head finial,
hand on the back of his lover who bends before him, on all

With red slip, a volute nozzle and ring handle, the central

fours, her elbows resting on a pillow, her raised head with hair

discus with a border of two concentric rings, moulded with

tied in a chignon. Loeschke type IVB/C.

a lovemaking scene, the woman reclining to the right, on a
Dimensions

bed, is turned to look towards the onlooker, her right elbow

11.9 cm long

resting on a pillow, her left hand draped around her lover’s

Provenance

neck, who holds her raised right leg with his right hand.

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

Loeschke type IV.
Dimensions
14.9 cm long
Provenance
Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976
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A Central Italian terracotta
oil lamp

An Eastern Mediterranean
terracotta oil lamp

10-40 A.D.

2nd century A.D.

With red slip, an anvil-shaped spout flanked by small

With red slip, seven round nozzles and a handle in the form of

volutes, the central discus with raised concentric rings,

a vulva, the central discus with a band of lines, moulded with

moulded with a lovemaking scene, to the left a man

a lovemaking scene, to the right a seated male, leaning back,

reclines on a bed, his raised hands resting over his head,

his weight resting on his left hand, the woman straddling him,

his legs extended horizontally, a woman, wearing armlets,

leaning forwards with her knees bent.

crouching atop him in the mulier equitans position, her

Dimensions

right hand resting on her hip, her left lowered to guide him.

12.1 cm diameter

Loeschke type Ia. Unique

Provenance
Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

Dimensions

15

12 cm long
Provenance

A Central Italian terracotta
oil lamp

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

40-70 A.D.
With red slip and a round nozzle, the central discus framed
by raised concentric rings, moulded with a lovemaking scene,
to the right a man kneeling up, in front of him a woman on all
fours, her weight resting on her left leg, her right raised and
supported by her lover’s right hand, her torso twisted towards
the front as she looks over her right shoulder at her paramour.
Loeschke type IV.
Dimensions
10.8 cm long
Provenance
14

20

16

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976
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An Egyptian terracotta ‘frog’
oil lamp

A Central Italian terracotta
oil lamp

3rd-4th century A.D.

1st century B.C.-1st century A.D.

With brown slip and a round nozzle, moulded in the form of

With white slip and a volute nozzle, the central discus framed

a phallus, on each testicle a similar lovemaking scene, to the

by two raised concentric rings, moulded with a lovemaking

left a reclining male his weight resting on his right elbow, with

scene, a female, her head raised, lies on the back of a donkey,

his left hand raised, a female, with her back to him and bent

embracing the animal’s neck with her left hand, her right holds

knees straddles him.

a tree branch, her head is turned towards her lover, a standing
male who holds her left foot, his right hand also gripping a tree

Dimensions

branch. Unique.

8.5 cm long; 7.9 cm wide
Provenance

Dimensions

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

12.6 cm long
17

Provenance
Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

A Central Italian terracotta
oil lamp
20-25 A.D.
With red slip, an anvil-shaped spout flanked by small volutes,
the central discus framed by raised concentric rings, moulded
with a lovemaking scene, to the left a standing male, with bent
knees, holding his lover up and grasping her thighs, the woman
legs are wrapped around his body, as she leans against a Doric
column, her arms encircling his neck. Loeschke type IB/C.
Unique for the completeness of the iconography.
Dimensions
10.3 cm long
Provenance
Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976
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A Corinthian terracotta
oil lamp

A Corinthian terracotta
oil lamp

2nd half of the 3rd century A.D.

late 2nd-early 3rd century A.D.

With brown slip, a round nozzle and ring handle, the central

With black slip, a round nozzle and ring handle, the central discus

discus with a border of concentric rings and a band of dots,

framed by raised concentric rings and a band of tongue, moulded

moulded with a lovemaking scene, to the right a woman reclines,

with a lovemaking scene, a kneeling man, on a bed or klinè, leans

her torso turned towards the onlooker, resting on her left arm,

back, resting his weight on his right elbow, whilst he holds the

her right leg raised over the shoulder of her standing lover, her

left foot of his lover, the woman lying atop him with her head

right hand lowered to guide him, his right hand resting on his hip,

towards his feet, her upper torso turned towards the onlooker,

the left raised, with a hand-written graffito on the circular base.

her right hand touching her head, her left reaching out towards
the man’s shoulder, a workshop signature on the circular base.

Dimensions
11.5 cm long

Dimensions
20

Provenance
Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

9.8 cm long
22

Provenance
Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

A South-Eastern Mediterranean
terracotta oil lamp

An African terracotta
oil lamp

3rd century A.D.

50-80 century A.D.

With brown-slip and a small round nozzle, a band of ovolo

With black slip and a volute nozzle, the central discus with a

around the central discus, moulded with a lovemaking scene,

border of concentric rings, moulded with a lovemaking scene,

the woman in the centre with her legs akimbo, her hands

a woman reclining to the right on a bed, her upper body resting

resting on her knees, her right hand holding a lyre, crouching

on her right elbow, her left hand cradling her head, her right leg

over her lover in the mulier equitans position, the man reclining

raised and resting on the shoulder of her kneeling lover, who

to the right, his legs extended horizontally, supporting himself

clasps her left thigh in his right hand.

on his left elbow.

21

Dimensions

Dimensions

10.4 cm long

8.2 cm long

Provenance

Provenance

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976
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An African terracotta
oil lamp

A Tunesian terracotta
oil lamp

50-80 A.D.

125-250 A.D.

With black slip and a round nozzle, the central discus framed

With brown slip, a ring handle and round nozzle, the central

by raised concentric rings, moulded with a lovemaking scene

discus framed by raised concentric rings and a band of zig-zag,

of two dwarfs on a bed, the man kneeling and facing right, the

moulded with a lovemaking scene, to the left a standing male,

woman before him, her torso turned to the viewer, her head

his left arm resting on the back of his lover who stands before

resting on a pillow, her right leg raised and resting on his left

him, leaning forward and bracing herself with outstretched

shoulder, supported by his right hand. Loeschke type IV.

arms, her head is turned towards an onlooker, a gesticulating
attendant stands to the right.

Dimensions
10.7 cm long

Dimensions

Provenance

12 cm long

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

24

Provenance

26

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

A Roman terracotta
oil lamp

A Cypriot terracotta
oil lamp

65-125 A.D.

3rd-4th century A.D.

With brown slip, a round nozzle and ring handle, the central

With brown slip, a round nozzle and ring handle, the central

discus framed by concentric rings, moulded with a lovemaking

discus framed by bands of dots, moulded with a lovemaking

scene with two dwarfs on a bed, to the left a reclining man with

scene, to the left a standing male, grasping the thighs of his

his hand on his lover’s back, she is straddling him, her knees

lover, her hands around his neck, the woman looks back

bent as she lowers herself onto him, her head is turned back

towards another male, who is embracing her around the chest

towards her swain, with a hand-written graffito on the circular

whilst performing coitus a tergo.

base. Loeschke type VIII.
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Dimensions

Dimensions

12 cm long

12 cm long

Provenance

Provenance

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976
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An Athenian terracotta
oil lamp

A Greek terracotta votive
plaque

2nd-3rd century A.D.

Magna Graecia, 4th-3rd century B.C.

With red slip, a round nozzle and ring handle, the central discus

Moulded in high relief with a homosexual erotic scene, with a

with a border of concentric rings, moulded with a lovemaking

male reclining on his right side, his back to the onlooker, his body

scene, to the right a woman lies with her upper body on a klinè,

raised up on his right elbow, his left hand resting on his lover’s

supporting her weight with her left arm, both her legs resting

waist, the second male, his head turned to the viewer, kneels and

on the shoulders of her lover who is standing in front of her,

bends over his lover, embracing him with his right arm.

her left arm and hand reaching up to his shoulder.
Dimensions
Dimensions

6.7 cm high; 9.7 cm long

12.9 cm long

Provenance

Provenance

28

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

A Central Italian terracotta
oil lamp
Late Republican, 1st century B.C.-1st century A.D.
With red slip and an anvil-shaped spout, the central discus
framed by raised concentric rings, decorated with a rays and
dots at the junction between the body and nozzle, moulded
with garlanded female genitalia. Unique.
Dimensions
8.9 cm long
Provenance
Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976
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A Mesopotamian terracotta
plaque

A rare Roman squatting bronze
female figure

2nd Millenium B.C.

Perhaps from Gaul, circa 1st century A.D.

Moulded with a lovemaking scene, to the right a standing male,

A rare bronze four-sided figurine of a squatting nude female,

holding his lover up and grasping her thighs, the woman’s legs

relieving herself; the lips of her parted vulva are demarcated,

are wrapped around his body, her arms encircling his neck.

her hands rest on her hips, and the tension in her face reflect the
effort. Her centrally parted hair is gathered in a roll, encircling

Dimensions

her head. The figure’s position suggests that it was probably a

8.5 cm high

gaming dice, or an astragalus (knucklebone).

Provenance
Private collection, Switzerland, acquired 1975 or prior

Dimensions
31

3.5 x 2.5 cm
Provenance
Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

A Roman marble
lower torso of Aphrodite
1st-2nd century A.D.
The well-defined waist to thigh fragment is shown in contrapposto,
with the weight resting on her right leg. The body with a firm, rounded
derrière, clearly delineated pubic area and prominent navel.
Dimensions
12.6 cm high
Note
This is a scaled down version of the Aphrodite of
Knidos. For life-size example see Antonio
Corso, The Art of Praxiteles II: The Mature Years, in:
Studia archaeologica, 153, Rome, 2007
32

Provenance

33

Art Market, London, 1st August 1978
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A rare Villanovan terracotta
votive offering

Thirteen Roman bronze
phallic amulets

8th-7th century B.C.

1st-2nd century A.D.

In the form of a vagina, resting on three feet, suspension hole

Each in the form of a male genitalia, one with incised detailed

at the back, body and feet with incised decoration.

pubic hair, all with suspension loops. Each amulet to be
sold seperately.

Dimensions
18.8 cm long; 6.8 cm high
Provenance
Private collection, USA, prior to 1981

Dimensions
34

3.2 cm high; 4.4 cm long max.
Provenance
Private collection, Switzerland,
prior to 1966
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An Etruscan red-figure kylix, type A
attributed to the Foro-Group

An Apulian gnathian-ware
kylix

2nd half of 4th century B.C.

4th century B.C

The tondo is decorated with an erotic banquet scene with a

Decorated with an erect phallus flanked between floral motifs,

standing satyr embracing a hetaera, both are nude save for

within a double circular tondo.

their sandals, in the field behind the satyr a calyx krater, at
the hetaera’s right foot a folded pillow. Encircled within a
band of meander separated by two checkered squares; tongue
decoration on the exterior.

Dimensions
36

16.4 cm diam.; 23.4 cm diam. with handles; 4.5 cm high

37

Provenance
Private collection, Switzerland, prior to 1984

Dimensions
23.8 cm diam.; 32 cm diam w. handled; 9.4 cm high
Note
A number of Etruscan red-figure kylikes can be attributed to the so-called
Clusium Group. (cf. Leonore Stege, Die Kunst der Etrusker. Interversa
Hamburg, Ausstellung Aug.-Oct. 1981, no. 102 and Holger Termer, Kunst der
Antike 2, Hamburg, Ausstellung Nov.-Dec. 1980, no. 57). The anonymous
painters of the group are so called because their workshop appears to
have been centred around Chiusi. Their main specialisation were cups,
duck askoi and kantharoi. Late red-figure kylikes are extremely rare; J.D.
Beazley recognises just eight specimens of which some are only known
from fragments (J.D. Beazley, Etruscan Vase Painting, 143, 18-19; 165,5;
174,1-2)
Provenance
Münzen und Medaillen AG, Basel, 1984
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A Roman bronze plaque
decorated with a ‘flying phallus’
1st half of 1st century A.D.
Most probably from a ship, the rectangular plaque with a basrelief motif of an erect phallus, flanked by outstretched wings,
with detailed incised decoration.
Dimensions
21x17 cm
Note
The naturalistic modelling of the genitalia is striking: the phallus’ erect
form gives the testicles almost the impression of moving beneath the taut
skin of the scrotum.
The phallus is a popular subject in both the Greek and Roman world – a
symbol of fertility and good fortunate with apotropaic power. The wings
indicate that the phallus is swift and accurate, it will not miss its goal, the
female’s genitalia.
The plaque was most likely originally from a ship, fixed at the end of a
prominent horizontal wooden beam, with the purpose of adverting danger
and providing safe passage through treacherous waters.
Similar bronze plaques have been found in the wreaks of Caligula’s two
sumptuous pleasure boats, floating palaces, sunk in Lake Nemi. One of
which is decorated with the head of the gorgon, Medusa, the epitome of
apotropaic motifs.
In both style and workmanship, this plaque is very comparable to those
found in Lake Nemi, and can also be dated to almost the same period,
namely just before the middle of the 1st century A.D.
This striking object stands out not only for the exceptional quality of its
artistry, but also its rarity.
Provenance
Art market, London, November 1968

38

36

37

A Greek miniature limestone
column capital

A Roman bronze figure
of Eros

Taranto, late 4th to early 3rd century B.C.

2nd century A.D.

The column capital is decorated with delicately, well-modelled,

Dimensions

The graceful winged god of love is standing naked; his chubby

acanthus leaves, which extend into each corner and are topped

3.6 cm high; 10.5x10.5 cm wide

face is framed with short flowing locks, bound with a fillet, the

with a scrolling volute.

Note

crown hair gathered into a topknot. His weight is on his left leg,

The miniature capital would have originally been part of a naiskos. A naiskos was
a diminutive three-sided shrine (aedicula), usually with a triangular pediment
supported by columns. The capital is of the Corinthian order but reinterpreted
to satisfy local taste. Images of naskoi were frequently depicted on Apulian
red-figure vases. There are numerous examples of similar fragments from the
southern Italian site of Taranto.  
The material is a soft limestone, known as pietra di Trani (after the eponymous
city of Puglia). It is similar to marble, but its light colour is tending towards a
warm creamy yellow. Decorative details were added in white, yellow, pink and
blue stucco.

with his right leg forward as if taking a dance step. His body

Provenance

Provenance

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976

On one side is carved a chubby Eros or erote, his wings
outstretched, in his left hand he holds a lyre, his right hand
raised as if playing the strings. He stands with his left leg
forward, almost as if dancing to the music he plays. The
opposite side is drilled for attaching the capital onto the main
body of the monument. The other two sides are decorated with
a central palmette.

39

38

is twisted, which adds to the sense of movement. His face is
tilted, looking up at his raised left arm, the hand holding a
folding mirror (enoptron). The right arm is extended away from
his body, the lower part now missing.
Dimensions
13 cm high
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A Greek polychrome terracotta
statuette of Eros
Myrina, 4th century B.C.
This delightful statue shows the god, standing naked save
for a flowing cloak behind, his wings outstretched. His wellmodelled face gazes downwards, a substantial floral wreath
on his head. In his left hand, held bent to his side, he cradles a
folding mirror. His right hand is lowered to his side, clasping
his cloak. There are remains of pigment visible, especially on
one of the crotales. The rear with a rectangular firing hole.
Dimensions
18 cm high
Provenance
Collection Roger Peyrefitte (1907-2000), Paris, prior to 1976
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A Canosan pottery pyxis
3rd century B.C.
The bowl with a cylindrical body and splayed foot, the
domed lid with a moulded rim and central medallion in relief
representing the lovers, Aphrodite and Adonis; on the right the
nude Adonis is seated on a draped stool, Aphrodite is sitting on
his lap, wearing a diaphanous floor-length robe, which falls in
spiraling pleats between her legs, his right hand grasping her
neck, her left hand holding his forearm, her right hand resting
on his back, to the right Eros approaches, his baldric across his
body, with upraised wings and arms, his left hand holding up
the ends of a chlamys, a fillet in his right, his flowing mantle
cascading behind, remains of white, blue and pink slip.
Dimensions
22.8 cm diam.
Provenance
Private collection, Switzerland, prior to 1976
Publications
Archeo, attualità del passato, no. 58, December 1989, 99
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A Roman mosaic panel
Late 3rd century A.D.
Probably from the central section (emblema) of a dining room
(triclinium) floor, depicting two embracing lovers in a wooded,
rocky landscape, to the right a column with a knobbed finial,
to the left a spindly tree.
The clean-shaven man, with short hair, has his left arm resting
behind his head; the traditional gesture signifying relaxation,
abandonment and even ecstasy. The young woman, her hair
tied with a fillet, reaches up to pull his face towards hers to kiss
his lips. The background is mostly preserved.
Dimensions
64 cm high; 84 cm long
Provenance
Private collection, Switzerland, prior to the 1990s
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